Background {#Sec1}
==========

For more than 150 years, the US National Library of Medicine (NLM) has provided access to the biomedical literature through the analytical efforts of human indexers. Since 1966, access has been provided in the form of electronically searchable document surrogates consisting of bibliographic citations, descriptors assigned by indexers from the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®;) \[[@CR1]\] controlled vocabulary and, since 1975, author abstracts for many citations.

The MEDLINE®;/PubMed®; database (MEDLINE) contains over 23 million citations. It currently grows at the rate of about 760,000 citations per year and covers over 5600 international biomedical journals in 36 languages. Human indexing consists of reviewing the full text of each article, rather than just the abstract or summary, and assigning Descriptors from the MeSH vocabulary that represent the central concepts as well as every other topic that is discussed to a significant extent.

MeSH vocabulary {#Sec2}
---------------

In the 2015 MeSH vocabulary, there are 27,455 Descriptors, which are often referred to as MeSH Headings (e.g., *Lung*). The scope of main heading descriptors may be refined further by selections from a collection of 83 topical MeSH Subheadings which are also known as Qualifiers (e.g., *Lung/abnormalities* means that the article is about the *abnormalities* associated with the *Lung* more than the *Lung* itself). In addition the vocabulary contains 225,067 Supplementary Concept Records (formerly called Supplementary Chemicals) consisting of chemicals, drugs, proteins, and diseases. Each Supplementary Concept Record is linked to one or more MeSH Heading via their "Heading Mapped to" entries (e.g., *Achondroplastic dwarfism* is linked to MeSH Main Heading *Achondroplasia*). MeSH Check Tags are a special type of MeSH Heading that are required to be included for each article and cover species, sex, human age groups, and pregnancy (e.g., *Male*) \[[@CR2]\].

Impact of MEDLINE indexing {#Sec3}
--------------------------

Since 1990, there has been a steady and sizeable increase in the number of articles indexed for MEDLINE, because of both an increase in the number of in-scope articles in journals that are already being indexed and, to a lesser extent an increase in the number of indexed journals. NLM expects to index over one million articles annually within a few years.

MEDLINE Indexing has been used by librarians and researchers from its inception in 1879 by John Shaw Billings \[[@CR3]\] and is currently used by an even larger community through PubMed \[[@CR4]\]. PubMed uses the MEDLINE Indexing as part of their Automatic Term Mapping query expansion \[[@CR5]\] and through their result filtering which depends on MEDLINE Indexing for determining species, sex, and ages \[[@CR6]\]. Other recent examples of specific uses of MEDLINE Indexing include the results of TREC Genomics track (2003 -- 2007) \[[@CR7]\] and TREC Clinical Decision Support track (2014 - ongoing) \[[@CR8]\] which show that the judicial use of manual MEDLINE indexing in faceted retrieval or for query expansion leads to at least moderate, and in some cases to significant improvements in Mean Average Precision (MAP). For example, fusion of an implementation of Okapi BM25 ranking function with Boolean searches for gene names in MeSH fields resulted in 71.5% improvement in MAP over the Okapi ranking function alone and placed third in the 2003 Genomics track evaluation \[[@CR9]\].

To cope with the workload growth that outpaces the growth of resources, NLM started the Indexing Initiative project in 1996. This cross-library team is tasked with exploring and implementing indexing methodologies to ensure that MEDLINE and other NLM document collections maintain their quality and currency and thereby contribute to NLM's mission of maintaining quality access to the biomedical literature.

NLM medical text indexer {#Sec4}
------------------------

The NLM Medical Text Indexer (MTI) is the main product of the Indexing Initiative and has been providing indexing recommendations based on the MeSH vocabulary since 2002. In 2011, NLM expanded MTI's role by designating a select set of journals where MTI performs particularly well as MTI first-line (MTIFL) journals. The initial list of 14 MTIFL journals has grown to include 230 journals in 2014. In 2014, MeSH on Demand \[[@CR10]\] was developed in collaboration with the NLM MeSH Section providing a simplified user interface to MTI. In its first full month of operation, the interface provided MeSH-based key terms for 140,940 English text documents submitted to it. MTI was also used on a regular basis between 2002 and 2012 to provide fully-automated keyword indexing for NLM's Gateway \[[@CR11]\] meeting abstract collection, which was not manually indexed.

MTI produces semi-automated indexing recommendations based on the MeSH controlled vocabulary and is in daily use to assist Indexers, Catalogers, and NLM's History of Medicine Division (HMD) in their subject analysis efforts. Although mainly used in indexing efforts for processing MEDLINE citations \[[@CR12]\] consisting of identifier, title, and abstract, MTI is also capable of processing arbitrary text, which is the primary mode of text processed by the new MeSH on Demand interface. MTI provides an ordered list of MeSH Main Headings, Subheadings (MEDLINE processing only), and Check Tags as a final result.

The NLM Medical Text Indexer (MTI) \[[@CR13]\] combines and ranks terms suggested by three modules depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} also shows the logic flow as text is processed through the various components of the MTI system. Each of the major MTI components is very briefly described below. Fig. 1MTI processing flow diagram

MetaMap indexing \[[@CR14]\] {#Sec5}
----------------------------

A method that applies a ranking function to UMLS Metathesaurus concepts \[[@CR15]\] identified by MetaMap \[[@CR16]\]. The **Restrict to MeSH** \[[@CR17]\] mapping algorithm which finds the closest matching MeSH Heading(s) to a UMLS Metathesaurus concept is used by MTI to map the UMLS Metathesaurus concepts identified by MetaMap Indexing to the required MeSH Descriptors.

PubMed related citations \[[@CR18]\] {#Sec6}
------------------------------------

The related citations of a document are those documents in the MEDLINE/PubMed database that are the most similar to it. MTI simply requests a list of PubMed Unique Identifiers (PMID) for these related citations that have been indexed and then extracts the MeSH Descriptors from each of the citations.

Machine learning \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\] {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------

Twelve of the 40 MeSH Terms listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} that MTI considers Check Tags (*Adolescent; Adult; Aged; Aged, 80 and over; Child, Preschool; Female; Humans; Infant; Male; Middle Aged; Swine; and Young Adult*) are reliably (correct 80.62% of the time) identified using a machine learning algorithm that is trained on citations in the MEDLINE database that were indexed in the last three years. These twelve terms used for Machine Learning are highlighted in bold text in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1MeSH terms MTI considers check tag**Adolescent**History, 18th Century**Adult**History, 19th Century**Aged**History, 20th Century**Aged, 80 and over**History, 21st CenturyAnimalsHistory, AncientBeesHistory, MedievalCatsHorsesCattle**Humans**Cercopithecus aethiops**Infant**Chick EmbryoInfant, NewbornChild**MaleChild, Preschool**MiceCricetinae**Middle Aged**DogsPregnancy**Female**RabbitsGuinea PigsRatsHistory of MedicineSheepHistory, 15th Century**Swine**History, 16th CenturyUnited StatesHistory, 17th Century**Young Adult**All bolded check tags represent machine learning suggested check tags

Once MTI has the set of ranked lists of MeSH Main Headings produced by the methods described so far, the various lists must be clustered into a single ranked list of recommendations through our **Clustering and Ranking Module** \[[@CR22]\]. Once all of the recommendations are ranked and selected, MTI has a post processing feature that validates all of the recommendations and adds or removes select terms based on the targeted end-user. Full end-to-end processing of MEDLINE citations takes approximately 30 - 45 seconds depending on citation length and complexity.

In addition to MEDLINE processing, current uses of MTI where the filtering and results are specifically tuned include **MTI First Line (MTIFL)** and **MeSH on Demand**. The human curation of MTIFL results is called **MTIFL Completion**. MTIFL Completion starts with MTIFL providing the initial indexing for a citation and then a human indexer completes the indexing process by adding any missed terms and removing any incorrect terms provided by MTIFL. The MTIFL Completion citation then goes through the normal manual review process. **MeSH on Demand** \[[@CR10]\] is a new use of MTI added in 2014 in collaboration with the NLM MeSH Section. MeSH on Demand is a very simplified interface to the MTI system. The MeSH on Demand interface allows users to provide any text (e.g., MEDLINE citation or free text) as input and provides a list of relevant MeSH Descriptors and MeSH Supplementary Concepts that summarizes the input text and a list of the top ten citations related to the text in PubMed as a result. These results are very heavily filtered in favour of terms with high confidence. Although these new uses of MTI are qualitative indicators of its potential usefulness, the goal of this work is to quantitatively estimate the MTI use and evaluate the quality of its services compared to other available tools. This paper presents our internal log-based evaluation of MTI as well as the results of evaluating MTI in the BioASQ Challenges. Each BioASQ Challenge is a series of challenges on biomedical semantic indexing and question answering with the aim of advancing the state of the art accessibility for researchers and clinicians to biomedical text \[[@CR23]\].

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

To answer the questions of whether or not MTI is still useful and relevant, we have used two different approaches evaluating MTI from both an internal and an external viewpoint. We track a large number of statistical markers for MTI on a monthly basis including how every single MeSH Heading is performing, how MTI performs for each journal, how each of the three input methods (MetaMap Indexing, PubMed Related Citations, and Machine Learning) performs individually and in combinations with the two other methods, how often MTI recommendations are referred to by the indexers, and how much MTI is used other than for providing NLM Indexing recommendations.

We used the Hooper Measure of Indexing Consistency \[[@CR24]\] shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, to calculate the consistency percentages for MTI, MTIFL, and previously published indexer consistency studies by Lancaster \[[@CR25]\], Leonard \[[@CR26]\], Marcetich and Schuyler \[[@CR27]\], and Funk and Reid \[[@CR28]\]. For the purpose of computing the consistency percentages for MTI and MTIFL, "\|N\|" is the human indexer and "\|M\|" is either MTI or MTIFL. Fig. 2Hooper's measure of indexing consistency

We used the descriptions for the various study categories found in the Funk and Reid \[[@CR28]\] paper to correlate the appropriate MTI and MTIFL results to the proper historical study categories. We have also used these descriptions to identify equivalent categories from some of the other historical studies to fill in the results. For example: The definition of the "Descriptors (DESC)" category from Funk and Reid is equivalent to the "Checktags and Main Headings Only" category used in the Lancaster and Leonard studies.

We do not track how well MTI and MTIFL perform when identifying the "Central-concept main headings", so we were not able include that metric in our evaluation.

For an external evaluation, MTI participated in the "Large-scale online biomedical semantic indexing" task of the 2013 and 2014 BioASQ Challenges \[[@CR23]\]. This task is designed to parallel the human indexing currently being done at NLM. During each of the BioASQ Challenges, MTI was impartially and rigorously compared to systems developed by a world-wide community of researchers and industrial teams all performing the same task. We do not consider evaluation of MTI using manual indexing biased because we exclude citations that rely on MTI First Line indexing (MTIFL) from the evaluation and for the citations included in the evaluation MTI recommendations are used at the indexer's discretion. BioASQ provided us with solid data on how MTI performance compares to other state of the art systems and contributes an outside perspective on MTI. The BioASQ Challenges consisted of three batches of six weekly sets of data to be processed for a total of 18 sets each year. Each data set was processed by the various systems and the results returned to the BioASQ organizers within a 24 h period to make sure none of the citations would have been indexed yet by an indexer which may have biased the results. MTIFL and later default MTI were used as baselines throughout the BioASQ Challenges. A winner was picked for each of the three batches based on the best performing single run of the six possible runs for each batch. So, each BioASQ Challenge had three identified winning systems, one for each of the three batches. Participants were not required to participate in all of the runs during the BioASQ Challenge.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Is the NLM medical text indexer used? {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------

The contract indexers are paid by the article indexed; if they did not feel MTI was useful, they would simply stop referring to the recommendations made by MTI. A recent quote from one of the indexers nicely illustrates the usefulness of MTI: *"...from our perspective, it's not so much that MTI is STILL useful to the task of indexing, it's that it is increasingly very useful to the task of indexing ...there has been a real shift in perspective on MTI. Indexers used to view it as not helpful ...now (most) view it as extremely helpful and overall very accurate"*. Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrate how daily requests of MTI by the indexers have continually increased from 15.75% of indexing production (299.78 average daily requests) in 2002 to 62.44% of indexing production (2997.40 average daily requests) in 2014, an almost 10-fold increase. This continued and steadily increasing use of MTI by the indexers indicates that they still consider MTI to be useful for their task of indexing. Fig. 3Percentage of indexing production referenced via MTI Fig. 4Average daily usage of MTI by indexers

Another measure of whether or not MTI is useful and relevant is monitoring its use outside of the NLM indexing purposes. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} details the number of MTI requests for 2012, 2013, and 2014 excluding any of our usage. We capture the total number of items: either free text or MEDLINE citations that were processed by MTI; number of MeSH on Demand requests (only available for 2014), and the number of different domains that the web requests come from. These numbers include web requests through our Interactive MTI web page, Batch MTI web page, Web API interface, and the new MeSH on Demand interface. These numbers *do not include* the daily MTI and MTIFL processing of MEDLINE citations, our BioASQ processing, or the testing that is done for the NLM indexing efforts. Table 2MTI web usage statistics 2012 -- 2014201220132014MTI Requests44,97042,91987,549\# Items processed3,148,4317,963,47711,294,998MeSH on demand requests----225,750\# Different domains118124147

A number of outside researchers, authors, and institutions around the world use MTI and MeSH on Demand for various reasons. We do not track who is using our systems or what they are processing, so the only way we know what people are doing with our tools is by interacting with them when there are questions or they need assistance. We know from these interactions that people are using MTI, MTIFL, and MeSH on Demand to identify MeSH keywords for biomedical related course materials, MeSH keywords for their research papers, and to help summarize text they are working with.

Is the NLM medical text indexer relevant? {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------

We only started tracking MTI performance statistics in 2007. In 2007, MTI statistics showed Precision of 0.3019, Recall of 0.5163, and F~1~ of 0.3810. In 2014, the MTI statistics show significant improvement in Precision and F~1~ with modest gains in Recall reflecting our focus on improving MTI Precision over the years: Precision of 0.6003 (**+0.2992**), Recall of 0.5617 (**+0.0454**), and F~1~ of 0.5807 (**+0.1997**). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the performance changes of MTI between 2007 and 2014 using Precision, Recall, and F~1~ measures. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} also shows MTIFL F~1~ results between 2011 and 2014. It is clear from Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} that journals added to the MTIFL program are some of the top performers with the F~1~ score (0.7018) dramatically higher than the overall MTI performance (0.5807). Fig. 5MTI and MTIFL performance 2007 -- 2014

The MTI statistics for 2014 also show that MTI's consistency with the human indexers is comparable to the available indexer consistency studies. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} details how both MTI and MTIFL compare with the previously published indexer consistency studies. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} includes information on when each study was performed, how many articles were involved in the study, and where available what percentage of consistency was observed using the Hooper Measure of Indexing Consistency \[[@CR24]\]. Each of the included study categories is described below using the Funk and Reid \[[@CR28]\] descriptions as a basis and updating the details to conform to today's MeSH and Indexing practices: **Checktags (CT):** Checktags are a special type of MeSH term required to be included for each article and cover species, sex, human age groups, historical periods, pregnancy, and various types of research support (e.g., *Male*).**Geographics (GEO):** These are MeSH terms from the Z (Geographicals) MeSH Tree (e.g., *Paris, Indian Ocean*).**Descriptors (DESC):** All MeSH terms including Geographicals and Checktags. These were called "Checktags & Main Headings Only" in the Lancaster \[[@CR25]\] and Leonard \[[@CR26]\] studies.**Main headings (MH):** MeSH terms which are not Geographicals or Checktags (e.g., *Lung*).**All main headings (no Checktags):** MeSH terms including Geographicals, excluding Checktags. Table 3Inter-indexer consistency statistics - past and present studiesMarcetich & SchuylerLancasterLeonardManualComputerFunk & ReidMTIMTIFLYear of study1968197519811981198320142014Number of articles161005050760673,12527,068Checktags (CT)--------74.70%62.01%70.91%Geographics (GEOG)--------56.60%41.52%57.24%Descriptors (DESC)46.10%48.20%----55.40%40.85%53.97%Main headings (MH)--------48.20%35.17%48.89%All main headings (no Checktags)----39%43%--35.29%49.12%

The MTI and MTIFL sets in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} include results for all of the citations completed between November 2013 and November 2014 (one standard indexing year). The MTIFL set of 27,068 documents is included in the MTI superset of 673,125 documents.

We also have anecdotal evidence from the NLM Indexing staff stating their feeling is that new indexers are "coming up to speed" and being more productive faster due in part to MTI's recommendations. The MTI recommendations help new indexers who are not yet as familiar with the entire set of 27,000+ terms in the MeSH Vocabulary as more experienced indexers by providing suggestions they may not be aware of and helping them to limit the scope of terms they might be looking to use. We also have more experienced indexers who rarely, if ever, use MTI recommendations because they are able to index faster without referring to the recommendations.

External evaluation {#Sec12}
-------------------

MTI was used as the baseline system in the 2013 and 2014 BioASQ Challenges. MTI performed well in both challenges ranking within the top tier teams. Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} highlight the results of the 2013 and 2014 BioASQ Challenges respectively. The statistics shown in Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} are unofficial results based on snapshots taken of the BioASQ Results web page on the given dates identified for each table. Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} both contain the results for the winning team, MTIFL, and MTI. We have included the number of articles completed during each batch, the System Name as provided by the competitors, Precision, Recall, and F~1~ measure for each of the winning systems and the results for both MTI and MTIFL. Please note that the default MTI results were not included as a baseline until the third batch of the 2013 BioASQ Challenge - up to that point we only provided baseline results based on MTIFL filtering. Table 42013 BioASQ results as of October 21, 2013 for winning system and MTI/MTIFLBatch\# ArticlesSystem namePrecisionRecallF ~1~110,681System30.56020.57350.5668MTIFL0.59400.51960.5543211,808System10.59210.56700.5793MTIFL0.61270.50500.553739828MTI0.56100.61930.5887MTIFL0.60270.56530.5834System10.58730.57600.5816 Table 52014 BioASQ results as of August 5, 2014 for winning system and MTI/MTIFLBatch\# ArticlesSystem namePrecisionRecallF ~1~117,061Asclepius0.59580.59230.5941MTI0.59080.56140.5757MTIFL0.62840.51990.5690217,073Antinomyra SYS10.61890.58630.6022MTI0.60120.56210.5810MTIFL0.61760.53670.5743318,256Antinomyra SYS10.65270.61200.6317MTI0.60990.56460.5864MTIFL0.64000.52570.5773

In each of the BioASQ Challenges, MTI and MTIFL were very competitive with the winning systems. In 2013, the largest difference in F~1~ between the winning system and MTI/MTIFL was 0.0256 (0.5793 -- 0.5537 in batch 2). In 2014, the difference in F~1~ between the winning system and MTI/MTIFL was a little wider at 0.0453 (0.6317 -- 0.5864 in batch 3).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

The five-fold increase in MTI use by NLM Indexers and the MTI Web Usage statistics detailed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} provide an indication of how relevant MTI is by showing an increasingly high demand for MTI recommendations. The important thing to note here is that the requests for MTI processing come from researchers, authors, and institutions around the world. For 2014, the data show a significant increase in the number of requests for MTI recommendations and a wider audience of users across more domains. In 2014, we also added a new access point to MTI with the MeSH on Demand interface which is already showing high use. These usage statistics show a sustained and increasing demand for MTI which is a very strong indication that MTI is still relevant.

The MTIFL consistency results in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (described in the "[Results](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section) echo the performance gains we see in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} when compared to MTI and reflect the fact that only journals where MTI performs very well are added to the MTIFL program. The MTIFL consistency results come close to the Funk and Reid \[[@CR28]\] consistency results and the differences may simply reflect the large disparity in the number of articles involved (760 vs 27,068).

MTI and MTIFL performance in the BioASQ Challenges and the fact that both were designated as baselines for the Challenges show that MTI is still relevant.

The benefits of having a challenge like BioASQ pushing systems to improve is evident by how much improvement in performance the winning system, MTI, and MTIFL show over the first BioASQ Challenge. The highest F~1~ measure for a winning system in 2013 was 0.5816 while in 2014 it was increased to 0.6317 (**+0.0501**) \[[@CR23]\]. MTI and MTIFL did not show improvement in F~1~, but, did have improvements in Precision from a high of 0.6127 in 2013 to a high of 0.6400 (**+0.0273**) in 2014 reflecting our push to focus on improving Precision over Recall the last few years in both MTI and MTIFL.

The benefits of participating in the 2013 and 2014 BioASQ Challenges for MTI were two-fold: MTI was rigorously and without bias compared to systems developed by a world-wide community of researchers and industrial teams all performing the same task.The challenges provided a forum for the free exchange of methods and ideas allowing the MTI team to incorporate the best practices explored by the participating teams. Incorporating some of these approaches into the MTI workflow in 2013--2014 improved the Precision of MTI indexing suggestions by 4.44% (Recall was improved by 0.08% and F~1~ by 2.23%) \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\].

Participating in the BioASQ Challenges also provided us with a renewed interest in machine learning. The 2013 winning system developed by Tsoumakas, et al. \[[@CR31]\] was a purely machine learning system. In the past, we ran several experiments \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\] to see if machine learning might be able to assist MTI and found it to be successful for a handful of MeSH Terms. During our experiments, we ran into problems with unbalanced training sets due to the infrequency of most of the MeSH Terms where we have a very small set of positive examples in comparison to the set of negative examples. In the end, only the results for some of the most frequently used MeSH Terms were viable enough to incorporate into MTI. In the first BioASQ Challenge, we learned that Tsoumakas et al. were able to successfully overcome this problem and performed slightly better than MTI in most of the weekly sets as shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} (described in the "[Results](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section).

Another interesting topic from the BioASQ Challenges that we had not pursued before with MTI but which proved beneficial in the BioASQ Challenges was a learning-to-rank method used by Mao and Lu \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. Our analysis of the MTI recommendations not provided to the indexers shows that MTI incorrectly assigns low scores and removes many of the actual indexing terms used by the human indexers. The learning-to-rank algorithms seem to identify these abandoned and ignored terms allowing the system to move them up higher in the ranked list. In fact Mao and Lu used the MTI results as one of their features in their approach.

The winning system in the second and third batches of the 2014 BioASQ Challenge (Antinomyra) was developed by Liu et al. \[[@CR34]\], their system combines the support vector machines explored by Tsoumakas et al. \[[@CR31]\] and the learning-to-rank approach by Mao and Lu \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\] into a system that outperformed either approach individually as shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} (described in the "[Results](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section).

Competing in the BioASQ Challenges also provided the impetus for us to explore why MTI was missing some of the terms that the human indexers use. The main reason we found for missing the most frequently occurring MeSH Terms (Check Tags) was that the necessary information was contained in the full text available to indexers, but not in the Title or Abstract that MTI was using to compute its recommendations. This specific information tends to be found in the "[Methods](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section of the full text where the authors describe how their experiments were structured. Usually this is where we see information on the type of experiment subjects (*Animal, Humans*, or both), sex of the subjects (*Male* or *Female*), age of the subjects (*Infant, Newborn; Infant; Child, Preschool; Child; Adolescent; Young Adult; Adult; Middle Aged; Aged;* and *Aged, 80 and over*), and if an Animal study, what kind of animals (*Mice, Rats, Hamsters,* etc.). A simple example of this can be seen in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} where we have highlighted the descriptions of the experiment subjects in the Title, Abstract, and Full Text. For PMID 24000132, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the author provided only a very general description of "rats" for the experiment subjects in the Title and Abstract and nothing about what sex the rats were, or what specific type of rats they were. The full text on the other hand includes very specific information in the "[Methods](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section of the paper letting us know the subjects were "Male" "Sprague-Daley rats" in the experiment. This information from the full text is critical to MTI because recommending just *Rats* would only provide one-third of the correct answer. The human indexer would use *Male*, *Rats*, and *Rats, Sprague-Dawley*. Fig. 6Title and abstract versus full text example (PMID: 24000132)

Future work {#Sec14}
-----------

We are currently looking at several ways to incorporate machine learning and learning-to-rank either into MTI, or as a starting point for a next generation MTI.

One very promising approach we are investigating is to use Wilbur and Kim's Stochastic Gradient Descent approach \[[@CR35]\] as a starting point for a next generation MTI and then add in lookup lists, machine learning, indexing rules, and filtering from the existing MTI system. The preliminary indications are encouraging showing that the two systems are in fact complementary.

Mao and Lu \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\] are also seeing very good results with their learning-to-rank algorithm which uses MTI as one of the features. We are currently working with them to see if MTI can use their ranking results to try to salvage some of the abandoned MTI recommendations.

We intend to start working with full text (e.g., from PubMed Central) to see if we can improve MTI performance with a focused look at the full text. Only 10% of the articles MTI processes have XML full text in PubMed Central, but it would provide us with data to explore full text.

MTI is also being considered to possibly expand its role by assisting with mapping OLDMEDLINE \[[@CR36]\] terms to the latest version of the MeSH Vocabulary for citations originally printed in hardcopy indexes published prior to 1966, and the possibility of providing keywords for citations that normally would not be humanly indexed to provide additional access points that would assist in retrieval.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

After twelve years and two BioASQ Challenges it was a perfect time to look around and perform a reality check to determine if MTI was indeed still useful and relevant. In this paper we have presented several qualitative and quantitative reasons why we think that MTI is in fact still useful and relevant. The statistics on how much MTI is used by the indexers and by people outside of the US National Library of Medicine show that MTI usage continues to grow. The unbiased external review of MTI by the BioASQ Challenges where MTI provided two of the baseline systems showed us that MTI is still one of the benchmarks for biomedical semantic indexing; but it also proved that we have room for improvement, and even provided possible research avenues to make some of those improvements to MTI. For the first time, the BioASQ Challenges also provided us with a third-party mechanism to compare MTI against other world-class systems in an unbiased and principled manner.
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